ABDEL-FATTAH, Randa. *Does my Head Look Big in This?; The Lines We Cross*
ACEVEDO, Elizabeth. *The Poet X; With the Fire on High; Clap When You Land*
AHMED, Samira. *Secrets of the Henna Girl; Internment*
ALMOND, David. *Secret Heart; Jackdaw Summer*
ANGELINI, Josephine. *Worldwalker Trilogy; What She Found in the Woods*
AVEYARD, Victoria. *Red Queen Series*
BENNETT, M.A. *The Island*
BERGIN, Virginia. *Rain; Storm; Who Runs the World?*
BERRY, Julie. *All the Truth That's in Me*
BLACKMAN, Malorie. *Boys Don't Cry; Noble Conflict; Love Hurts; Chasing the Stars*
BOWLER, Tim. *Frozen Fire; Apocalypse; Shadows; Storm Catchers; Bloodchild; Starseeker; Buried Thunder; Game Changer; Night Runner*
BOURNE, Holly. *The Places I've Cried in Public*
BRESLIN, Theresa. *Remembrance; Prisoner of the Inquisition; Ghost Soldier; The Rasputin Dagger*
BROADWAY, Alice. *Ink Trilogy: Ink, Spark, Scar*
BROOKS, Kevin. *Killing God; The Bunker Diary; Born Scared*
CASTELL, Sebastien de. *Spellslinger Series*
CLARE, Cassandra. *Mortal Instruments Series; The Dark Artifices Trilogy; The Eldest Curses Series*
CLARKE, Cat. *Entangled; Undone; The Lost and the Found; We Are Young*
CONAGHAN, Brian. *When Mr Dog Bites; The Bombs That Brought Us Together; The M Word*
CROSSAN, Sarah. *One; We Come Apart; Moonrise; Toffee*
DAVID, Keren. *Lia’s Guide to Winning the Lottery; Salvage; Cuckoo; The Disconnect*
DREWE, Kerry. *Cell 7; Day 7; Final 7*
FIRE, Anne. *Blood Family*
GIBBONS, Alan. *An Act of Love; Hate; End Game; The Trap*
GOVETT, Sarah. *The Territory Series*
GRANT, Michael. *Gone Series; Front Lines Series; Monster Series*
GREEN, John. *An Abundance of Katherines; Looking for Alaska; Paper Towns*
GREEN, Sally. *Half Bad; Half Wild; Half Lost*
GRISHAM, John. *Theodore Boone Series*
HADDON, Mark. *The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time*
HARDINGE, Frances. *Cuckoo Song; A Skinful of Shadows; The Lie Tree*
HITCHCOCK, Bonnie-Sue. *The Smell of Other People’s Houses*
HOLLAND, Sara. *Everless, Evermore; Havenfall*
JACKSON, Holly. *Good Girl, Bad Blood*
JAMES, Lauren. *The Next Together; The Last Beginning; The Loneliest Girl in the Universe; The Quiet at the End of the World*
KAGAWA, Julie. *The Talon Saga; Shadow of the Fox; Soul of the Sword*
KINSELLA, Sophie. *Finding Audrey*
LAKE, Nick. *Whisper to Me; Satellite; Nowhere on Earth*
LANDMAN, Tanya. *Buffalo Soldier; Hell and High Water; Beyond the Wall*
LANDY, Derek. *Demon Road Trilogy: Demon Road, Desolation, American Monsters*
LORE, Pittacus. *The Lorien Legacies*
LU, Marie. *Legend Trilogy; Warcross; Wildcard*
MCMANUS, Karen M. *One of Us is Lying; Two Can Keep a Secret; One of Us is Next*
MCNAB, Andy. *Liam Scott Series; Street Soldier Series*
MAH, Adeline Yen. *Chinese Cinderella*
MALLEY, Gemma. *The Declaration Series; The Killables Series*
NESS, Patrick. *Chaos Walking* trilogy: *The Knife of Never Letting Go; The Ask and the Answer; Monsters of Men; The Rest of Us Just Live Here; Burn*

NIELSEN, Susin. *We Are All Made of Molecules; The Reluctant Journal of Henry K. Larsen; Optimists Die First; No Fixed Address*

NIVEN, Jennifer. *All the Bright Places; Holding Up the Universe; Breathless*

NIX, Garth. *Old Kingdom Series: Sabriel; Lirael; Abhorsen; Clariel; Goldenhand*

PEET, Mal. *The Keeper; The Penalty; Exposure; Life: An Unexploded Diagram*

PITCHER, Annabel. *My Sister Lives on the Mantelpiece; Silence is Goldfish; This Lie Will Kill You*

RAI, Bali. *City of Ghosts; Fire City; Web of Darkness*

REES, Celia. *Glass Town Wars*

ROTH, Veronica. *Divergent Trilogy: Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant; Carve the Mark; The Fates Divide*

ROWELL, Rainbow. *Carry On; Wayward Son*

SCARROW, Alex. *TimeRiders Series*

SEDGWICK, Marcus. *The Dark Horse; Revolver; The Ghosts of Heaven; Saint Death*

SEPETYS, Ruta. *Between Shades of Gray; Salt to the Sea*

SHUSTERMAN, Neal. *Arc of a Scythe Trilogy*

SUTCLIFFE, William. *The Wall; The Gifted, The Talented and Me*

SWINDELLS, Robert. *Stone Cold*

TERI, Terry. *Deception Series; Slated Trilogy*

TOWNSEND, Sue. *The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13 ¾*

WEIN, Elizabeth. *Code Name Verity; Rose Under Fire; The Pearl Thief; The Enigma Game*

WESTERFELD, Scott. *Uglies Series; Imposters*

---

**A YEAR 8 SELECTION OF CLASSICS**

ALCOTT, Louisa  
*Little Women; Good Wives*

AUSTEN, Jane  
*Pride and Prejudice; Emma; Sense and Sensibility*

BRONTË, Charlotte  
*Jane Eyre*

BRONTË, Emily  
*Wuthering Heights*

BURNETT, Frances Hodgson  
*A Little Princess; The Secret Garden*

DAHL, Roald  
*Skin and Other Stories*

DICKENS, Charles  
*Oliver Twist; David Copperfield; Great Expectations*

DOYLE, Sir Arthur Conan  
*The Hound of the Baskervilles*

GOLDING, William  
*Lord of the Flies*

HARDY, Thomas  
*Under the Greenwood Tree; Far from the Madding Crowd*

LEE, Harper  
*To Kill a Mocking Bird*

LONDON, Jack  
*Call of the Wild*

ORWELL, George  
*Animal Farm*

POE, Edgar Alan  
*Tales of Mystery and Imagination*

SHELLEY, Mary  
*Frankenstein*

SMITH, Dodie  
*I Capture the Castle*

STEINBECK, John  
*The Moon is Down*

STEVENSON, Robert Louis  
*Kidnapped; Treasure Island; Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde*

STOKER, Bram  
*Dracula*

TOLKIEN, J. R. R.  
*The Hobbit; The Lord of the Rings*

TWAIN, Mark  
*The Adventures of Tom Sawyer*

VERNE, Jules  
*Around the World in Eighty Days*

WELLS, H.G.  
*The Time Machine; War of the Worlds*

WYNDHAM, John  
*Day of the Triffids; The Midwich Cuckoos*